FRESH

FAST

Fresh...
Our pizza is prepared in the early morning with our bakers
carefully tending to our homemade dough. Once raised, it is

HEALTHY

formed into the perfect crust and topped with our signature
pizza sauce and freshly shredded, 100% real mozzarella
cheese – all with the same authenticity you would find at your favorite pizza parlor.

It’s not just our pizza that deserves all of the special attention. Every fresh food
selection is made with pride every day in our Culinary Support Center. Each day starts

DELICIOUS

with an extensive variety of premium breads from local bakeries and freshly sliced
meats and cheeses of the highest quality.

Fast...
Whether in a traditional machine or in a micro

EXCITING!

market, a purchase may be made quickly and
easily. Selections are labeled with recommended
heating times to ensure your choice will be
ready to enjoy, without the guesswork. Try our
signature club sandwich, piled high with quality
meats and cheese – it will be a new favorite!

Exclusively presented by AVI Foodsystems, Inc.

CONVENIENCE

Healthy...
AVI also offers a large variety of healthy and flavorful items. These items
are marked with eye-catching nutriSOURCE labels to make
identifying wellness choices

FRESH
FRESH

easy. We promote good
choices and encourage our customers to enjoy
a healthy lifestyle with selections such as our fresh
vegetable cup, featuring crisp carrots, ripe
tomatoes and nutritious broccoli.

FAST

Delicious...
AVI’s expansive menu offers something for everybody to love. With
fresh ingredients from our nationally recognized and trusted

FAST

supplier partners, we create selections that have
revolutionized
the industry. We offer a wide variety of innovative

HEALTHY

choices to satisfy every customer with their favorite
flavors. Hungry for something mouthwatering?
Try our homemade lasagna layered with authentic

HEALTHY

tomato sauce, seasoned beef and our secret four
cheese blend.

DELICIOUS

Exciting!
We introduce new menu selections and bring back
popular seasonal favorites. We actively promote

DELICIOUS
EXCITING!

and identify these limited-time specials with
exciting and colorful promotional programs.
Our culinary, research
and development and marketing teams continually
monitor the latest menu trends and add their own
twists to create promotions that are sure to delight.

EXCITING!
Exclusively presented by AVI Foodsystems, Inc.

Our salad series promotions are always a hit!
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